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At NEBS, we're passionate about fostering the rich tradition of barbecue in the Northeast. Our mission is to create a vibrant community where barbecue enthusiasts from all walks of life can come together to share their love for grilling, smoking, and everything in between.



Join us as we explore the diverse flavors, techniques, and stories that make Northeast barbecue truly special. Together, let's fire up the grill, savor the smoke, and build lasting friendships!












		New England Steak Championship


Register Now!
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Check out the promo video created by one of our own members, Ken Macinnis!







Signup today!
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 2023 Ken Dakai Cup:



ЁЯеЗ Big Bobby's Q

ЁЯеИ Grumpy Old Patriot

ЁЯеЙ Sticks & Stones BBQ 

ЁЯПЕ Waypoint BBQ

ЁЯПЕ Live Q Or Die 


 2023 Rookie Team of the Year:

ЁЯеЗ Big Bobby's Q

ЁЯеИ Angry Cock 

ЁЯеЙ Whiskey Pigs Barbecue

ЁЯПЕ Red White & Cue 


 2023 NEBS Classic:

ЁЯеЗ Paddy McQ's

ЁЯеИ F.A.T.E.D.



ЁЯеЙ Up - 2 BBQ

ЁЯПЕ Live Q or Die 

ЁЯПЕ ElJefe Smoke


 2023 Steak Cook of the Year:

ЁЯеЗ Lindsay McDonald

ЁЯеИ Ed Gent

ЁЯеЙ Scott MacDonald

ЁЯПЕ Geoff Mullen

ЁЯПЕ Christine Masztal


 2023 Kids-Q of the Year:

ЁЯеЗ Isabel's Backyard BBQ

ЁЯеИ Starla's Sinister Steak

ЁЯеЙ Sabrina - Burger Queen

ЁЯПЕ Patrick Trainor

ЁЯПЕ John Trainor




The Northeast Barbecue Society's Board of Directors and Membership would like to extend our heartfelt congratulations to all the winners at the Annual Meeting & Awards Ceremony, marking the conclusion of the successful 2023 season. 



Your dedication, passion, and outstanding achievements have truly set the bar high within our barbecue community. We celebrate your hard work and commitment, and we look forward to another incredible season ahead. Here's to continued excellence and camaraderie in the world of barbecue!





We are thrilled to extend our heartfelt congratulations to this year's recipient of the prestigious Judge of the Year Award from the Northeast Barbecue Society (NEBS)! 



ЁЯОЦя╕ПRenee Camara  



She has exemplified unwavering commitment, dedication, and expertise in the role of a judge, embodying the highest standards of excellence and integrity within our barbecue community. Through their active participation, mentorship, and exemplary judging skills, she have made a profound impact, shaping the judging landscape and fostering a culture of learning and growth among peers.
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ЁЯПЖ

Congratulations to F.A.T.E.D. !



NEBS and the all membership would like to extend a congratulations for their outstanding victory at the American Royal Invitational! Your skill, dedication, and teamwork have truly set you apart. This achievement is a testament to your hard work and passion for excellence in Barbecue. 



May this win be the first of many more successes in your journey. Well done! 
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ЁЯУЭ ЁЯТб ЁЯУг 



Your feedback drives our progress! Help us improve by sharing your thoughts and suggestions.



Take a moment to fill out our

Suggestions and Feedback form





Together, we shape a better NEBS!











Interested in BBQ?



NEBS was founded to promote the traditions, lifestyle, and skills associated with outdoor cooking. We offer classes, give cooking demos, sanction contests, organize social events, publish newsletters, and more. 
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Competition




NEBS is a resource for regional contest organizers, competitors, and judges. Interested in hosting a contest or learning how to compete? Check this site frequently for the latest updates.
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Food Service



NEBS connect vendors, competitors that vend, festival organizers, and restaurateurs to build and encourage BBQ offerings in the northeast.
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Charity



NEBS is a 501(c)3 non-profit. We educate, promote, and preserve the barbecue lifestyle primarily through society membership and volunteer programs. We also accept individual and corporate donations, and in turn help support regional non-profits aligned with our mission.
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